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ABSTRACT
The Mississippian period in the American Southeast was a period of immense interaction
between polities as a result of vast trade networks, regional mating networks which included
spousal exchange, chiefdom collapse, and endemic warfare. This constant interaction is reflected
not only in the cultural materials but also in the genetic composition of the inhabitants of this
area. Despite constant interaction, cultural restrictions prevented polities from intermixing and
coalescent groups under the same polity formed subgroups grounded in their own identity as a
result unique histories (Harle 2010; Milner 2006). As a result, phenetic similarities and
differences are not homogenized. In the Upper Yazoo River Basin, the Oliver site and the
Hollywood reflect genetic similarities possibly as the result of being engaged in a regional
mating network. This was determined through the analysis of 20 inheritable dental
morphological traits from the Arizona State University (ASU) Plaque system which was
developed by Scott and Tuner (1997) using 159 teeth from the Oliver site and 85 teeth from the
Hollywood site. The Mean Measure of Divergence statistical method was chosen for this
analysis in order to determine the genetic relatedness from the two sites. The MMD value
suggests that the two sites are genetically related. Reasons for their biological similarity could be
the result of being biological interaction on a regional scale within the Mississippian world
and/or the result of the Woodland period abandonment at the Oliver site..
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Archaeologists often define polity boundaries using settlement distribution and ceramic
assemblages, but disparities in material culture do not necessarily mean that the people were not
exchanging goods, ideas, or migrating. Biological distance studies performed at the regional
level provide a different line of inquiry in the understanding of population interaction and
movements of people during the Mississippian period. Dental nonmetric morphological traits are
the phenotypic expression of inheritable characteristics that are used to determine genetic affinity
between populations, as well as within them (Scott and Turner 1997). My research shows that
the teeth from individuals buried at the Hollywood site in Tunica County, Mississippi, and the
Oliver site in Coahoma County, Mississippi, reflect genetic similarities despite their spatial and
cultural distance (Harris and Sjøvold 2004:90). A second biodistance analysis suggests that
Woodland and Mississippian burials from the Oliver site came from a single population. The
results suggest that the people buried at the Hollywood and Oliver sites were genetically related,
and that the Woodland population of Oliver was related to the Mississippian occupation. People
living at both sites were engaged in regional population exchange.
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The Mississippian period (A.D. 900-1500) can broadly be defined as a time of maize
agriculture, mound building, increased sedentism, and the production of shell-tempered pottery,
as well as a region-wide movement in ideology that focused on war and fertility and spread
Mississippian beliefs across a vast landscape (Blitz 2010:3). The presence of simple and complex
chiefdoms under the overarching umbrella of Mississippian culture suggests a decentralized form
of large scale political power (Blitz 2010:5), which meant that no one group of people had
control over the entire Mississippian population. This allowed smaller polities to develop within
the Mississippian cultural ideological framework that may or may not have interacted in a fluid
exchange of materials, mates, and ideas with all other polities (Harle 2010; Milner 2006).
I hope to further enhance our understanding of the genetic relationship among chiefdoms
in the Mississippi Delta through a biodistance analysis of dental nonmetric traits at the Oliver
and Hollywood sites. Ceramic assemblages from the Oliver site and the Hollywood site differ
from each other, suggesting that they were part of different polities. If people from both locations
were participating in the same spheres of interaction, but were not exchanging genetic material,
then their dental morphology would differ as a result of spatial and social distance.
Two hypotheses might explain interaction in this region: first, there are no statistically
significant differences between the dental traits at the Hollywood and the Oliver sites, meaning
the individuals came from the same population and may have been part of a regional mating
network; or, that the two populations share a recent common ancestor that results in more
phenetic similarity. The second hypothesis is that Hollywood and the Oliver site consist of two
distinct populations that are genetically dissimilar in two different polities as a result of cultural
and spatial differences.
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The Hollywood site and the Oliver site both contain Mississippian traits and are located
in the Upper Yazoo River Basin of northwest Mississippi, which is more commonly referred to
as the Mississippi Delta (Johnson 2000:3). The Hollywood site (22Tu500) was occupied during
the Late Mississippian period (ca. A. D. 1400-1550) and is defined by a large mound, Mound A,
surrounded by a plaza and accompanying boundary mounds (Johnson 2000:48). The Oliver site
(22Co503) is located in Coahoma County and had several periods of occupation, extending from
the Late Woodland period to the Hushpuckena phase of the late Mississippian period (Duff
1994). The occupation was not continuous, but instead suggests that there were intermittent
periods of abandonment. This site is unique because it is one of the few sites in the Delta with
human remains from the time of contact, which are not included in this study (Thompson
2008:31). The site is bisected by the Sunflower River and is distinguished by a large mound, the
Edwards Mound.
The two sites are isolated spatially from each other and their ceramic assemblages place
them into two different phases as defined by Phillips (1970). Hushpuckena-Oliver phase material
culture is identified at the Oliver site, and the Kent phase is described at the Hollywood site. The
sites are separated spatially by Parchman phase sites along the eastern edge of Mississippi River,
which may explain the influence of Parchman style ceramics in each site’s artifact assemblages.
The influence of Parchman style ceramics in both Oliver and Hollywood artifact assemblages
suggests that both populations interacted with people from the Parchman phase sites; however,
the ways in which they interacted beyond material culture remains unclear.
The cycle of abandonment and reoccupation evident at Oliver may indicate that the same
population, or descendants of the Woodland population, interacted with other inhabitants of the
Upper Yazoo River Basin despite the differences in material culture at sites in the region. The
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Oliver site was occupied during the Early Mississippian period, followed by a period of
abandonment. Oliver was reoccupied during the Middle Mississippian period, and a domestic
occupation was identified at Hollywood during the same time. Both sites were occupied during
the Middle to Late Mississippian period, and then Hollywood was abandoned roughly 100 years
before Oliver.
I can determine whether people were interacting beyond the level of trade as documented
using the settlement patterns and artifact assemblages by reference to the data obtained from the
biodistance analysis. The study of genetic relatedness through metric and non-metric phenotypic
traits, as it relates to exchange, interaction, and migration, falls into the realm of biodistance
studies. This type of analysis can help in the reconstruction of interactions as it is reflected in the
phenotypes of residents within the populations (Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:50-51). I have
taken a regional approach in determining whether polities in the Upper Yazoo River Basin were
genetically related through the analysis of dental nonmetric traits. The presence or absence of
phenotypic traits, along with their degree of expression, is regulated indirectly by an individual’s
genetic code, which is helpful in deciphering biological relationships at both the individual and
population levels.
In 1991, Turner and colleagues created the Arizona State University (ASU) plaque
system in order to develop a common terminology amongst dental anthropologists. The ASU
plaque system consists of model castes that reflect not only the presence or absence of a dental
trait, but the degree to which the trait is expressed. A trait is defined as a specific structure
present in a specific place on a tooth and determined as present or absent on an ordinal scale
(Scott and Turner 1997:24). It is important to note that genes do not directly produce dental
traits; instead, they indirectly produce them by controlling growth and cessation of formation
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(Scott and Turner 1997:90). There are over thirty nonmetric dental traits that comprise the ASU
plaque system, and each of these traits possesses different rates of heritability within certain
populations. The presence or absence of a trait, along with the degree to which a trait is
expressed, reflects the level of genetic relatedness amongst individuals within a population.
The skeletal materials from the Oliver site were excavated by John Connaway and Jay
Johnson in 1990-1991, and were removed from the matrix by Andrew Ross Thompson for his
Master’s thesis in 2008. They are currently curated at the Mississippi Department of Archives
and History office in Jackson, Mississippi. The burials at the Hollywood site were also excavated
by Connaway and Johnson in the early 1990s and are also housed at the Mississippi Department
of Archives and History. I relied heavily on Eric Duff (1994) and Andrew Ross Thompson’s
(2008) theses for burial context at the Oliver site, using burial position, grave goods, and the
condition of the burials in situ to determine chronology for certain burials as well as for
identification of fragmentary remains. This information is not available for the Hollywood site
because extensive plowing destroyed most of the original burial context at that site.
The sample size consists of 159 teeth from the Oliver site and 85 teeth from the
Hollywood site. A minimum number of individuals (MNI) analysis was performed on dentition
alone due to the heavy fragmentation of the remains and the lack of associated post-cranial and
cranial elements. Traits that were absent at both sites have been eliminated from the analysis.
Teeth with heavy wear were also eliminated due to the inability to record positive or negative
structures that are no longer discernable. In order to reduce observer error, twenty-five percent of
the sample from each site was re-recorded. Large differences in the scoring, meaning greater
than one degree, resulted in the elimination of the tooth and the trait from the total teeth sample.
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I selected the 20 most frequently observed traits in the sample and used the Mean
Measure of Divergence (MMD) statistical test to determine the frequency of traits between
Oliver and Hollywood and assess the degree of relatedness between the individuals at each site.
The frequency of traits present allowed me to determine genetic relatedness through the use of
the MMD test, which I selected because it is designed for use with incomplete samples, small
sample sizes, and for traits to be dichotomized into present or absence and further reduce
observer error. This is important because it maximizes the differences in the presence or absence
of traits, which is beneficial when the entire population has the expression of a single trait. In
order to determine biological affinity, the MMD compares the means of the samples. Populations
with MMD values close to zero are likely genetically related (Aubry 2009; Harle 2010).
Determining the genetic relationship between Oliver and Hollywood will help to create a
better understanding of the ways in which people moved and interacted during the Mississippian
period, and more important, how population movement was structured during the rise and
abandonment of chiefdoms. Other biodistance studies performed for the Mississippian period
suggest that interaction was restricted to specific regions, which limited gene flow (Boyd and
Boyd 1991; Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011 Steadman 1998, 2001). Interaction in the Upper Yazoo
River Basin, as determined through this study, supports the conclusion of regional interaction
during the Mississippian period.
Organization of Thesis
This thesis begins with an overview of the Mississippian world in the American
Southeast and cultural characteristics of the Mississippian period, including large scale
population movement in different types of chiefdoms (Anderson 1994). Following this
discussion, I explore migration and polity interaction related to the organization of chiefdoms
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and the high failure rates of individual polities that resulted in (or forced) individuals to move to
neighboring polities within the region and therefore increased interaction (Hally 1994, 1996,
1999, 2006). Despite increased interaction, cultural restrictions may have prevented people in
competing polities from interacting with each other (Anderson 1994; Blitz 2010; Ethridge
2010:11; Hally 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006; Harle 2010; Livingood 2010; Milner 2006). Increased
interaction, in combination with cultural norms that placed restrictions on the regional mating
network, should result in observable patterns of genetic relatedness among regional populations.
I next explore the variability in the Mississippian world using dental morphological traits to
show how polity interaction and migration are represented through burial treatment. The chapter
concludes with the introduction and description of the Oliver and Hollywood sites in the Upper
Yazoo River Basin.
The third chapter discusses dental anthropology and its value in reconstructing individual
and population life histories. I break down biological distance analysis and population genetics
as a means of explaining the theories behind my analysis on the genetic relationships between
the Oliver and the Hollywood sites, placing my study within the context of existing biodistance
studies. I then explain the Arizona State University (ASU) plaque system and discussion dental
growth and development to show how genes indirectly control the creation of heritable traits.
The fourth chapter describes my methods and analysis and is where I discuss the process
of my research. This chapter begins with an explanation of the problems encountered during my
research, from the need to reorganize, clean, and curate the skeletal materials, to heavy wear on
the teeth and elimination of certain traits. I explain which teeth and traits were eliminated from
my study as a result of various reasons, such as over-representation or underrepresentation of
traits, damage from agricultural practices, carious lesions, and missing skeletal materials. In this
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chapter, I also discuss the temporal problems at both the Oliver and Hollywood sites, where a
lack of contextual information for the burials resulted in the inability to accurately assign burials
to the correct chronological period.
Following the methods section, I describe the statistical methods chosen to calculate the
genetic relationship between the Oliver and Hollywood sites, which is the Mean Measure of
Divergence (MMD) statistical test. A second analysis was performed in order to determine
whether the Woodland burial population at Oliver was genetically related to the Mississippian
burial population at Oliver. The values obtained from the MMD statistical test show that the
Woodland burial population was related to the Mississippian burial population and suggest that
the Oliver and the Hollywood sites were genetically related. However, these values also could
result from the small number of samples available for this study. I conclude this chapter with my
interpretation of the relationships between the Woodland and Mississippian burial populations at
Oliver and the biological similarities between the Oliver site and the Hollywood site.
I conclude my thesis with a discussion of the observation that site-level variation in burial
patterns and material culture does not necessarily mean that the populations did not interact,
exchange mates, or share common ancestry. From here, I explore other avenues of research
which helps gain a better understanding of the Upper Yazoo River Basin. I end with a discussion
of how biological distance studies complement the archaeological evidence by including not only
material culture, but also the people involved.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Summary
This chapter provides a discussion of the Mississippian period in terms of population
interaction, the sociopolitical make-up of the period, chiefdom collapse, and the leading theories
on chiefdom collapse and movement. Here I discuss the different types of chiefdoms found in the
Mississippian region, which is fundamental in gaining an understanding of population movement
and alliances that allowed people to engage and interact within a region of the Mississippian
territory. I also explain the process of chiefdom collapse in that chiefdoms were inherently
unstable entities. The growth and decline of chiefdoms resulted in significant population
movement between administrative centers. Instability was built into the overall framework of the
Mississippian culture as described by Anderson’s (1994) cycling concept, Blitz’s (1999) fissionfusion process, and Hally’s (1994, 1996, 1999, 2006) thresholds for determining the limits of a
chiefdom. These three concepts are essential in understanding population movement during this
period. Finally, I apply these concepts to the Oliver site and the Hollywood site in the Upper
Yazoo River Basin to better understand the interaction between them.
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Introduction
The Mississippian period (A.D. 900-1500) in the American Southeast was a time of
tremendous change and is often characterized by intensive maize agriculture, shell-tempered
pottery, a shift to increased stratification, and the construction of mounds. There was also
constant movement of people during the Mississippian period that resulted from trade, chiefdom
formation and collapse, and warfare, which brought populations of different chiefdoms into
continuous contact with one another. The Oliver and the Hollywood sites, located in the Upper
Yazoo River Basin, were most densely occupied during the same part of the Middle
Mississippian period, and periods of abandonment and reoccupation reflect Anderson’s (1994)
cycling concept and Blitz’s (1999) fission-fusion process, which explain the movement of
populations between chiefdoms in the region. Population movement between these two sites may
result in genetic similarities that would link separate polities in the Upper Yazoo River Basin.
Mississippian Chiefdoms
The Mississippian culture was prevalent throughout the major floodplains of the late
prehistoric Southeast and was represented by multiple individual polities. A polity is a selfgoverning unit that is integrated within a larger society. Under this definition, a chiefdom that
consisted of the administrative center, as well as villages and farmsteads under the control of the
administrative center, is considered to be a single polity (Anderson 1994:7; Meyers 2002:178;
Milner 2006:2). These polities took the form of simple and complex chiefdoms ranging in scale
and population density. The scale of differentiation between simple and complex chiefdoms was
dependent on the level of control one group of ruling elite possessed over not only their local
mound center, but also neighboring centers (see Fig. 1).
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During the Mississippian period, mound centers were heavily populated, with a high
density of individual polities located in fairly close proximity. After A.D. 1200, there was an
increase in the number of both simple and complex chiefdoms, which represent the hierarchical
structure of Mississippian society. A simple chiefdom consisted of a single autonomous polity
and adjacent hinterlands, while a complex one consisted of two levels of governance that were
generally larger than in simple chiefdoms. Competing sociopolitical factions resulted in fragile
and unstable polities with short lifespans that lasted 100 years or less (Anderson 1994; Anderson
and Sassaman 2012; Blitz 1999; Hally 2006:27; Steponaitis 1986:391).

Fig. 1.1: Types of Mississippian Chiefdoms. (Anderson 1994:9)
The organization of a chiefdom influenced the types of interactions that took place within
and between polities. For example, the construction of loose alliances would incorporate smaller
villages and homesteads into the larger chiefdom as a means of protection for the smaller
polities, and in return they paid tribute and identified with the administrative center (Anderson
and Sassaman 2012). The incorporation into a larger chiefdom increased interaction by allowing
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people to move to non-hostile neighbors upon the collapse of an administrative center (Anderson
and Sassaman 2012; Blitz 1999; Hally 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006)
Mound building drove a significant amount of interaction and population movement:
Construction of mounds would have been a way for the ruling elite to simultaneously build
social cohesion whilst demonstrating and consolidating their political control (Anderson 1994;
Anderson and Sassaman 2012; Blitz 1999; Hally 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006; Steponaitis 1986:390).
The variability of mound settlements reflects the agency of elites to work simultaneously under
the guidelines of Mississippian culture while exercising their own power in the creation of their
individual polity (Anderson 1994; Anderson and Sassaman 2012; Blitz 1999; Ethridge 2009;
Hally 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006; Steponaitis 1986:390). Mound construction brought the
community together and signified the rise of a new chiefdom. When mound building ceased,
there was a dramatic decrease in the population, suggesting a loss of power by ruling factions in
the polity (Hally 2006:27). When a chiefdom collapsed, the local inhabitants moved to
neighboring polities, increasing the level of interaction between populations (Anderson 1994;
Anderson and Sassaman 2012; Ethridge 2009:7-8; Beck 2009; Smith 2000). The inherent
instability of chiefdoms was built into the overall system, resulting in the longevity of the
Mississippian period perhaps in part because the movement of people and the shifting power
among chiefdoms was the result of regular processes maintaining equilibrium (Hally 2006:31).
The rise and fall of chiefdoms is explained by Anderson’s (1994) cycling concept and
Blitz’s (1999) fission-fusion process. Anderson (1994) utilizes the concept of unstable chiefdoms
and rulers’ inability to maintain power. The chiefdom concept derives from Service’s (1967) and
Fried’s (1971) neo-evolutionary cultural trajectories, with the chiefdom representing the first
level of stratification (Anderson 1994). Even though the chiefdom concept has been largely
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argued to be an inadequate typology because it disguises immense variability amongst polities,
the concept remains useful as a basis for many archaeological theories in which ranked society is
present (Anderson 1994; Anderson and Sassaman 2012, Harle 2010; Milner 2006). One of these
theories is Anderson’s cycling concept, where despite the acknowledgements of the semantic and
typological problems associated with the chiefdom concept, he uses it to explain how
Mississippian chiefdoms, or polities, cycle through stages of one and two levels of hierarchy as
well as rise and collapse.
Anderson’s (1994:1) cycling concept refers to fluctuations within a chiefdom’s
sociopolitical system and is the process by which a chiefdom or chiefdoms move from simple to
complex, complex to simple, or to collapse as elites gain and lose power. Under cycling, elites
are the primary force that defines the type of chiefdom. Elites maintain the homeostatic rhythm
of their chiefdom through “higher-level regulatory or control units” (Anderson 1994:8). If they
could not maintain these control units, the chiefdom reverted to a simple chiefdom with a single
decision-making level as a means of survival and a way to maintain the social and political
equilibrium. The most important aspect of cycling for this study is population movement on a
regional level. Cycling in one chiefdom that resulted in the loss of part of its population meant
that another chiefdom in the region acquired that population (Anderson 1994:10).
Chiefdom Boundaries: The Result of Sociopolitical Upheaval and Alliance
Evidence for cycling and the movement of people to neighboring chiefdoms can be
visible through the spatial arrangements of chiefdoms. Hally (1996) defines a chiefdom not in
the sociopolitical sense that Anderson uses, but as clusters of contemporaneous habitation sites
with associated platform mounds that are situated 10-20 km from large uninhabited zones that
could have served as military buffer zones or as reserves for hunting (Hally 1994, 2006). Polities
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more than 32 km to 40 km away from the administrative center would likely be part of another
chiefdom because the chief would not be able to exercise direct control over polities that could
not be reached within a day’s travel.
This spatial arrangement likely reflects the social and political landscape in terms of
alliances, but it is also important to understand how people moved between mound centers.
Following the collapse of a chiefdom, people could move to mound centers within the same
polity where it is unlikely they were met with hostility, even though they might have had little
previous direct contact (Hally 2006:37). Warfare was prevalent during the Mississippian period,
so people likely needed to migrate to a mound center under the same administrative leadership
where they could peacefully aggregate as refugees. The movement of people out of mound
centers would mean that ideas and material culture would be spread to the location in which
people moved (Blitz 1999:6).
Blitz’s (1999) fission-fusion process of Mississippian chiefdoms provides another
explanation of population movement and mobility among Mississippian populations. Blitz
suggests that the number of platforms mounds present at a single mound center reflect the
number of political units under a single political body, where the spatial arrangement and
number of mounds, as well as the presence of paired mounds, reflect the political organization.
He argues that a fission-fusion process occurs when these political units aggregate and disperse,
and as members of one chiefdom disperse and form alliances with neighboring chiefdoms.
Warfare was a common means of ending an alliance (Blitz 1999), creating cultural boundaries
between populations, simultaneously increasing cultural contact between some groups while
creating boundaries between other ones.
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While the actions of the ruling elite influenced population movement, and sometimes
resulted in warfare and forced mobility, it is difficult to ascertain why individuals or groups
chose to settle in or leave a particular location. Ezzo and colleagues ask not why people moved,
but instead why they chose to stop where they did (Ezzo et al. 1997:461). It appears that
Mississippian populations had some agency in determining when and where to move (Cameron
and Duff 2008:32). The ruling elites may not have had total control over population movement,
and elite factions may have competed with one another to obtain residents in their polities
(Inomata 2004). Population movement often occurs within existing social networks (Freiwald
2011); likewise, a move to a new polity may have allowed people to relocate and assume a new
identity (Ezzo et al. 1997).
Relationships within and between chiefdoms can not only be viewed archaeologically
through spatial arrangements, but are also demonstrated in the distribution of ceramic styles.
Bounded ceramic styles suggest that people did not share ideas and beliefs across cultural lines.
Milner (2006) defines the limits of a polity by observing the dispersal of Cahokia style ceramics,
which are represented both north and south of the chiefdom loci along the Mississippi River.
However, similarities in style fade as the distance from the Cahokia increases (Milner 2006). For
example, Cahokia style pottery such as Ramey Incised pots are represented in the surrounding
regions, but local variations of ceramic styles change as one travels further south along the
floodplains of the Mississippi River. Milner (2006) argues that the differences in ceramic styles,
in combination with the distribution of sites, represent a certain type of restriction in the
reproduction of specific styles at a greater distance from Cahokia. This restriction is most likely
cultural because sites can be easily reached within a few days’ travel, and distance should not
limit the exchange of styles. Similar ceramic temper is represented over a greater geographic
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range than ceramic styles, which suggests that potters in different polities were able to
communicate and share methods for creating better pottery, or brought the knowledge with them,
but that cultural norms dictated appropriate ceramic styles in neighboring regions.
The differences between sites demonstrate the variability in the Mississippian world as
the result of each chiefdom’s unique history, which is the result of cycling and the fission-fusion
process. Milner (2006) and Hally (1994, 1996, 1999, 2006) show how people interacted on a
regional scale and the complex movements of people that resulted from social networks, such as
marriage. Polity limits and cultural restrictions defined by polity boundaries meant that certain
ideas and beliefs were not exchanged among all populations. In the Upper Yazoo River Basin,
variability in mortuary practice, ceramic assemblages, and cultural influence is demonstrated
through the interactions of neighboring polities. More specifically, the concepts of cycling, the
fission-fusion process, and Hally’s chiefdom boundaries explain the processes that influence
interaction between the Oliver site and the Hollywood site in the Mississippi Delta.
The Oliver and Hollywood Sites
The instability of chiefdoms and cultural boundaries dictates when and why people
moved during the Mississippian period. Focusing more narrowly on the Upper Yazoo River
Basin, the Oliver and Hollywood sites likely were not part of the same chiefdom because the
distance between the two exceeds Hally’s (1994) 18-km threshold, and artifact patterns suggest
indirect exchange and interaction. The Hollywood site (22Tu500) in Tunica County, Mississippi
was occupied during the Middle and Late Mississippian periods (~A.D. 1400-1550) and the
Oliver site (22Co503) in Coahoma County, Mississippi was occupied during the Middle and Late
Mississippian periods (~A.D. 1400-1650) with a short Early Mississippian occupation (~A.D.
1100-1150). The two are separated by more than 78 km on a north-south axis on the eastern side
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of the Mississippi River, or a 2-3 day distance traveling by foot. During the flood season, travel
between these two sites would be difficult and would require longer travel time due to the
meandering nature of the Mississippi River.
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Fig. 1.2: Map of the Mississippi Delta with the locations of the Oliver site (22Co503) and the
Hollywood site (22Tu500). Courtesy of Jay Johnson
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The Hollywood site sits on the edge of a natural levee of the Mississippi River on what is
now an abandoned channel (Johnson 2000). The site is a multi-mound site organized in the St.
Francis type of settlement pattern, defined as rectangular in composition with boundary mounds
surrounding the outside of the plaza and burials scattered throughout (Johnson 2000:1). Its
distinguishing feature is Mound A, a 27-foot-high mound located directly north of Mound B.
Mounds C and D are low lying and not easily visible on the landscape, and the boundary mounds
that once encompassed the plaza in a continuous embankment have been eroded due to
extensive, long-term cultivation (Johnson 2000).
The first description of Hollywood is by Calvin Brown in 1923, who discusses Mound A
and surrounding mounds. Other early records describe the rectangle plaza as being “200 meters
north-south and 150 meters east-west” (Johnson 2000:73). Boundary mounds surround the plaza,
with Mound A superimposed on the original site plan. Early habitation of the site most likely
consisted of domestic occupation dating to between A. D. 1300 and 1400. At some point during
the occupation, the boundary mounds were constructed. Finally, Mound A and the plaza were
built by adding a meter of fill in a single construction event (Johnson 2000). The second
occupation of the site is radiocarbon dated to between A.D. 1400 and 1450. Johnson (2000)
argues that Mound A was an important component to the construction of the plaza since the ramp
on the south side of the mound opens into the center of the plaza.
The Oliver site is located on the south bank of the Sunflower River, which flows east to
west along this stretch of the river. Charles Peabody originally excavated the site in 1901, and
called it the Edwards Mound site (Duff 1994). Although he recorded the largest mound, Edwards
Mound, as 26 feet high, it was sold for construction fill in the 1970s and was plowed to a level of
three feet by the time of the 1990 excavation. Three of the twenty three mounds are located on
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the northern side of the Sunflower River, and the remaining twenty are located on the southern
side, including Edwards Mound (Duff 1994).
Property owner Edwin Dulany contacted the Mississippi Department of Archives and
History after discovering human remains while land leveling, which prompted the 1990
excavation of the site by John Connaway and Jay Johnson (Duff 1994), who removed twenty
four burials. When Peabody performed his excavations at the Oliver site, he bisected the mound
and removed burials. However, he collected only those that were well preserved and/or had
evidence of pathology, trauma, and/or other skeletal anomalies. Peabody reburied the other
burials, destroying evidence for the chronology of the burials and the associated grave goods
(Duff 1994).
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Table 1: Chronology of the Oliver site (22Co503) and the Hollywood site (22Tu500)
Date
(A.D.)

Tradition

Oliver

Hollywood

1700
1650

Oliver phase (Oliver abandoned)

1600

Oliver phase (Oliver occupied)

1550

Oliver phase (Oliver occupied)

1500

Late
Mississippian

1450
1400

Middle
Mississippian

Huspuckena II phase (Oliver
occupied)
Huspuckena I phase (Oliver
reoccupied)

Walls phase (Hollywood
abandoned)
Walls phase (Hollywood
occupied)
Parchman phase (Hollywood
occupied)
Parchman phase (Hollywood
occupied)

1350
1300
1250
1200
1150
1100

Coahoma phase (Oliver
abandoned)
Coahoma phase (Oliver
occupied)

Occupation of the Oliver site extends from the Middle Woodland (the Marksville period
during the Prairie/Dorr phase) to the Mississippian period (the Oliver/Hushpuckena phase).
Phillips, Ford, and Griffin (1951) surveyed the Oliver site and determined that the Edwards
Mound was initially constructed during the Late Woodland period (A.D. 400-850) and then later
expanded during the Mississippian period (Duff 1994: 14-15). They also argued that the presence
of historic artifacts such as Clarksdale Bells and glass beads demonstrated a Late Mississippian
occupation of the Oliver site (Duff 1994), even though more artifacts date to the Middle
Mississippian period. The Oliver site appears to have followed the pattern of many Mississippian
centers that have cycles of abandonment and reoccupation. It was abandoned early in the
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Mississippian period, reoccupied during the Hushpuckena phase of the Middle Mississippian
period, and then abandoned again. The site was later reoccupied during the Protohistoric-Historic
period and would have been abandoned or at least sparsely inhabited during Soto’s trek through
the interior (A.D. 1541-1543).
The Oliver site was occupied during the Hushpuckena phase and the Oliver phase, but
not continuously (Duff 1994) even though Phillips categorizes it as the Hushpuckena-Oliver
phase. This is the result of Phillips’ reliance on Belmont’s restudy of the Peabody collection.
Belmont argues that the earlier occupation of Oliver fits more closely with the Hushpuckena
phase because Edwards Mound was constructed during the Hushpuckena I phase (Duff 1994).
Mound construction and artifact assemblages indicate a site occupation around the Middle
Mississippian period. However, there is also a later occupation of the site which is the
predominant reason for Phillips’ use of a hyphenated phase. The presence of Late Mississippian
artifacts at Oliver suggests that the Oliver phase came after the Parchman phase. It is possible
that the Oliver influence on the regional scale had waned and was occupied only by a small
group of residents before it was completely abandoned.
In order to compare the two sites, an accurate categorization of their phases is required.
Phillips (1970) places the Hollywood site in the late Mississippian Kent phase since it is
characterized by the St. Frances Type settlement pattern, which is most representative of the
Parkin Complex. Philips’ categorization of Hollywood as a Kent phase occupation is based on
his analysis of a surface collection from the site. The assemblage contained large amounts of
Mississippi Plain var. Neeley’s Ferry, which is most representative of the Kent phase within the
Parkin complex. A second marker of a Kent phase site is the dominance of Barton Incised var.
Kent ceramics over any other variety.
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Phillips (1970) recognized the limitations of phase designation based on surface
collections. Pamela Edwards (2003) analyzed ceramics excavated from the Hollywood site and
found that Hollywood does not fit with Phillips’ categorization of Kent phase occupation. She
concluded that the site characteristics are more similar to those of the Walls phase, with
influences from both the Parchman phase, south of the Hollywood site, and the Kent phase on
the western side of the Mississippi River (Edwards 2003).
It appears the Oliver and Hollywood sites were occupied contemporaneously. Hally’s
(1994, 1996, 1999, 2006) work, in combination with the distinct artifact assemblages, suggests
that the Hollywood and Oliver sites represent distinct polities. The Oliver and Hollywood sites
are separated by difficult terrain that does not allow a clear path by foot, and travel by boat
would require extensive switchbacks.
Oliver and Hollywood site settlement patterns, artifact assemblages, and Phillips’ ceramic
style phases suggest the presence of distinct chiefdoms in the region. There appears to be some
influence of Parchman phase artifacts at both sites, which makes sense considering that
Parchman phase assemblages are present within the region at sites between Oliver and
Hollywood. However, there are more differences than similarities in the artifact assemblages.
Archaeologically, the two sites are different; however, this study shows that people
buried at the sites are genetically similar. Biological distance analysis suggests that the processes
of fission-fusion and cycling resulted in genetically homogenous populations who used different
material culture but participated in the same long term social networks.
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CHAPTER III.

DENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Summary
Cultural interactions among polities can be discerned archaeologically through ceramic
analysis (Hally 1994, 1996, 2006; Livingood 2010; Milner 2006; Smith 2000) and settlement
patterns (Beck 2009; Hally 1994, 1996, 2006; Livingood 2010; Smith 2000), which I discussed
in the second chapter. These methods are useful in identifying exchange in terms of material
culture and the transmission of ideas. However, in order to understand movement of the people
themselves, bioarchaeological techniques such as isotopic, elemental, and biodistance analysis
are used. This chapter discusses the methods used to understand genetic relationships and
describes bioarchaeological studies of Mississippian populations. I am using biodistance analysis
to determine whether the individuals buried at the Oliver and the Hollywood sites were
genetically related and describe the method and review selected literature.
Biodistance Analysis in Southeastern Bioarchaeology
Bioarchaeologists use biodistance analysis to determine the extent of genetic relatedness
through metric and non-metric phenotypic traits (Boyd and Boyd 1991; Hammerl 2013; Harle
2010; Helmkamp 1985; Killgrove 2009; Knudson and Stojanowski 2008; Jacobi 2000;
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McCarthy 2011; Scott and Turner 1997; Steadman 1998, 2001; Stojanowski 2004; Stojanowski
and Schillaci 2006; Wrobel 2004). Exchange of mates within or between populations would
result in greater genetic similarity, while those not involved in this mate exchange would display
greater phenetic distance (Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006:50-51). In other words, if two
populations are interacting by means other than exchanging trade goods, the two populations will
be more similar genetically than populations who do not exchange mates. Population differences
and similarities may result from a number of processes, including long distance migration,
regional or local population movement, small population sizes, or populations that are isolated
from the interaction network. Biodistance analysis is important to bioarchaeology because it can
help reconstruct individual life histories, as well as evolutionary processes such as gene flow and
genetic drift (Hammerl 2013; Knudson and Stojanowski 2008:403). By employing a regional
approach, we can infer patterns of interaction between Mississippian populations that include
genetic exchange resulting from gene flow, which may be caused by cultural processes such as
chiefdom collapse, migration, war, and trade (Knudson and Stojanowski 2008:404).
Previous biodistance studies in the region demonstrate biocultural interaction during the
Mississippian period while adding to the literature on the development and unique histories of
each chiefdom in the region (Boyd and Boyd 1991; Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Steadman
1998, 2001; Stojanowski 2004; Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006). McCarthy (2011) argues that
despite the great distance (71.5 miles) between the DeArmond site in the Watts Bar Basin and
the Dallas, Rymer, and Hixon sites in the Chickamauga basin in Eastern Tennessee, the
DeArmond site population was more closely related to Dallas and Rymer populations. The
Hixon site, which is located near the Dallas and Rymer sites, is the most dissimilar of the four
sites, suggesting to McCarthy that cultural restrictions prevented interaction with Hixon site
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residents. She also argues that the Dallas site burial sample represents a population of the
DeArmond site that left to populate that polity (McCarthy 2011). These cultural restrictions tend
to follow geographic boundaries that, as Steadman (2001:61) argues, make intraregional
movement more influential in the population structure than interregional movement.
One specific case study shows that despite differences in material culture, populations
were interacting with each other. Harle (2010) used a biodistance analysis to determine the
amount of genetic affiliation that resulted from the aggregation of large numbers of people into
the Coosa province and related it to concepts of identity in order to discern whether cultural and
social restrictions allowed for biological interaction. Harle (2010:155) concluded that the Barnett
phase sites in Eastern Tennessee and Northern Georgia sites were biologically distant from each
other as a result of cultural boundaries that prevented social interaction between these two
groups.
In contrast, analysis of Mouse Creek and Dallas Phase sites in North Georgia and East
Tennessee provide a different perspective on the Coosa chiefdom. Harle (2010:155) suggests that
social integration existed; however, subgroup identities resulted in different mortuary practices
that demonstrate the presence of cultural restrictions that are not visible in other material culture
(Harle 2010).
Gabriel Wrobel (2010) performed a biodistance analysis on the Carson Mounds and
Shady Grove sites in the Upper Yazoo River Basin, showing that the dental complexes from
these sites are genetically dissimilar. The sites are separated by 50 km, and Phillips places both
of the sites into separate phases based on ceramics. The sites likely were distinct polities, but
Wrobel also argues that the Carson Mounds site may have become a necropolis, which can also
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explain the genetic differences between the two sites. Despite occupying the same region, the
populations buried at the sites may not have come into contact with one another.
The results of studies on Mississippian populations support the archaeological theories
presented in the previous chapter, including Anderson’s (1994) cycling concept, Blitz’s (1999)
fission-fusion process, and Hally’s (1994, 1996, 2006) chiefdom thresholds of less than 18 km
from the administrative center to a secondary center. However, overall distance plays a less
significant role in biological interaction during the Mississippian period than cultural barriers,
which follow geographic lines (Boyd and Boyd 1991; Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Steadman
1998, 2001). Steadman (1998, 2001:16) argues that intraregional “shuffling” of chiefdoms, in
line with Anderson’s cycling and Blitz’s fission-fusion process, is a more significant factor in
biocultural interaction than gene flow from interregional sources in the Central Illinois River
Valley. Intraregional processes during the Mississippian period result in less external gene flow
and create an increased level of homogeneity within a specific region, following the classic
isolation-by-distance model, where the greater the distance, the less likely it is that two
populations would be genetically similar (Falconer 1981; Steadman 1998:318, 2001:61; Wright
1943). Similar to Hally’s argument, people are more likely to move to non-hostile neighbors
within the region following chiefdom collapse (Hally 1994, 1996, 2006). Cultural restrictions
prevent interaction between certain polities, isolating those in the region and limiting gene flow.
Bioarchaeologists can identify migration through strontium and other isotopic analyses as
well (Beehr 2011; Freiwald 2011; Price et al. 2007; Slater et al. 2014). Isotope analysis supports
the idea of regional rather than long distance migration among Classic period Maya populations
in Belize, as most movement occurred between neighboring polities 1300 years ago (Freiwald
2011). However, these methods do not provide any information on genetic relatedness. Analysis
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of tooth morphology is a better way to understand genetic similarities and differences among
populations or within cemeteries. Biodistance techniques have been applied to key
archaeological questions around the world, such as the relationship between foraging and
farming populations in Prehistoric Japan (Temple et al. 2008), understanding the identities of
Moche sacrificial victims (Sutter and Verano 2007), and understanding the nature sociopolitical
change in Mesoamerica (Aubry 2009; Cucina and Tiesler 2003; Jacobi 2000; Rhoads 2002;
Scherer, 2004, 2007; Willermet 2013). This type of analysis can further enhance the findings of
archaeological investigations of the Mississippian mound sites, especially when used with
Hally’s (1994) distance thresholds in combination with Livingood’s (2010) threshold’s for
paramount chiefdoms. Using these theories, we can hypothesize that Mississippian populations
living more than 32 km to 40 km apart would be less genetically related than populations
residing less than 18 km apart, and that distinct ceramic assemblages define the limits of polity
interaction.
Dental Anthropology
Dental anthropologists use both invasive and non-invasive methods of study in order to
specifically address questions of migration, mate exchange, polity interaction, and ancestry
(Cameron 1995; Ezzo et al. 1997; Freiwald 2011; Hammerl 2013; Harle 2010; Jacobi 2000:
Scott and Turner 1988, 1997; Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006). Teeth are more likely to survive
in an archaeological setting than other skeletal materials (Hammerl 2013; Hillson 1996; Harle
2010). Tooth morphology and growth can help anthropologists understand individual life
histories (Hammerl 2013: 263).
Of course, when studying any skeletal remains from burial sites, one must be aware that
an archaeological burial sample does not represent the population as a whole, but instead
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represents those who were frailer and died, rather than survived (Wood et al. 1992). In a standard
demographic bimodal distribution, we normally see the very young and the elderly in burial
contexts because they have a higher incidence of mortality. Those in the middle age range of the
population are represented in smaller proportions. In cases where a large number of the burials
consist of the young and middle aged, we can infer circumstances such as warfare or disease. As
a result, we cannot make broad assumptions about the overall health of a population using only
the burial population.

Moreover, many diseases or traumas that result in death do not leave skeletal markers.
Wood et al. (1992) argue that congenital disease, genetic predisposition, and soft tissue disease
leave no trace on skeletal remains. New technologies and methods are beginning to address
problems relating to the osteological paradox; however, the field of bioarchaeology alone may
not provide a complete understanding of the true health of a population (Wright and Yoder
2003).
We can estimate health through the understanding of growth disruptions in the formation
of the enamel and dentine that provide information on nonspecific stresses that an individual
survived. Assessing the extent of dental diseases such as carious lesions, abscesses, and
periodontal disease provides another measure of the health of the population. Dental wear
patterns also provide information on the types of food consumed by a culture, which relate to
overall health and morbidity.
Dental Morphology
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Fig 2.1: Anatomy of Incisor, cross section. (Ash 1984:11; Adapted by Nicholas
Billstrand)

Fig 2.2: Anatomy of Molar, cross section. (Ash 1984:11; Adapted by Nicholas Billstrand)
Every tooth consists of two parts; the crown, which is the visible outer surface of the
tooth, and the root, the portion of the tooth that is embedded within the bone (Ash 1984;
Hammerl 2013; Hillson 1996; Schneid 2012). The crown consists of the enamel, pulp chamber,
and dentine (See Fig. 2.1 and 2.2). The enamel is the hard outer coating of the crown, which has
five surfaces. Under the enamel lies the dentine layer, which extends from the interior of the
crown down through the entire root. At the center of the crown under the dentine is the pulp
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chamber, which consists of soft tissue (Ash 1984; Hillson 1996:8; Schneid 2012). The root canal,
which also contains soft tissue, runs from the pulp to the apex of the root.
The crown is covered by enamel with dentine directly underneath, separated by the
enamel-dentine junction (EDJ). In contrast, the root is covered by cementum, with dentine
underneath, and is separated by the cement-dentine junction (CDJ). Finally, the exterior portion
of the tooth where the enamel and cementum meet is called the cement-enamel junction (CEJ).
The bony crypt in which the tooth sits in the maxilla and mandible is the alveolus, while the
immovable joint that connects tooth and bone is called the gomphosis (Ash 1984; Hammerl
2013; Hillson 1996; Schneid 2012). Each tooth is held into the bone by the periodontal ligament
connecting the alveolus to the cementum (Ash 1984; Hammerl 2013; Hillson 1996:8; Schneid
2012).
Variations in Dental Growth and Development
The size, shape, and overall morphology of both the deciduous dentition and the
permanent dentition are dependent on strict genetic components, so it is important to understand
the timing of formation as well as the sequence. Tooth development begins six weeks after
fertilization when the mesenchyme cells, underlying the epithelium layer, multiply in the region
along the developing mandible (Hillson 1996; Simmer 2001; Smith 1991). This is the beginning
of what will become the 20 deciduous teeth, which are the first to develop and later exfoliate to
allow for the eruption of the 32 permanent teeth which include incisors (8), canines (2),
premolars (4), and molars (6) (Ash 1984; Hammerl 2013; Hillson 1996; Schneid 2012; Simmer
2001; Smith 1991). The cusps are the first to take form, while the rest of the tooth continues to
grow, and the development of the apices of the roots mark the final stage of the tooth
development.
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The entire process of tooth development begins in utero with the formation of the
deciduous teeth. Formation of the permanent dentition also begins before birth with the
permanent first molar. The process is usually complete with the eruption of the third molar in the
late teens-early twenties, although this stage of development is highly variable (Hillson 1996;
Simmer 2001; Smith 1991). As the crown begins to develop through amelogenesis, the enamel
matrix is laid down in layers, starting at the cusps and ending at the cervical margin. The cusps
are formed by this deposition of layers, while the ridges on the occlusal surface of the tooth are
formed by the folding of these layers. They continue to grow until eventually coalescing with
each other (Hillson 1996). Predentine matrix is also laid down on the inside of the enamel
matrix. Once the occlusal surface forms, more layers continue to be deposited until they begin to
become smaller and eventually overlap each other to form the cervix of the tooth. As the dentine
forms, it eventually opens out to form the pulp chamber, each widening to form the roof and
subsequently the walls (Ash 1984; Hillson 1996; Simmer 2001; Smith 1991; Schneid 2012). At
the completion of the crown, the predentine matrix starts to angle sharply, forming a sharp edge
to create the root. For incisors, canines, and single rooted premolars, Hertwig’s sheath creates a
single tube (Hillson 1996:121) while the sides in multi-rooted teeth fold to create the furcation
which will divide into separate roots (Ash 1984; Hillson 1996; Schneid 2012; Simmer 2001;
Smith 1991) and taper down in tubes until it reaches the apex and tooth development is now
complete.
Although tooth development is controlled genetically, teeth also are susceptible to
epigenetic factors during their formation, and cultural factors may affect the formation of
heritable traits. A trait is a positive or negative structure which is present or absent at a specific
location on a tooth from a tooth class or from tooth classes (Scott and Turner 1997:24). Genes
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are not responsible for the actual creation of a trait, but instead control the mechanisms
responsible for signaling growth and cessation (Hammerl 2013; Harle 2010; Scott and Turner
1997; Simmer 2001; Smith 1991; Wrobel 2004). The cessation of growth at a specific loci
indirectly creates the presence of a trait, while the continuing process of amelogenesis controls
its degree of expression.
When observed in this way, genes are responsible for the regulatory processes that are
involved in the development of dentition. This is similar to genes controlling the rates of fusion
in epiphyseal caps in the skeleton during growth and development. Skeletal development is also
subject to epigenetic factors, such as poor diet and environmental stress, which limit the full
genetic potential of bone growth. Teeth are subject to similar stressors, which can cause
differentiation on tooth and root morphology. For example, the asymmetry of the left and right
antimeres in a small mandible might result from the restrictive stress placed on the tooth in a
limited area of growth (Scott and Turner 1997). Genes are responsible for the timing of when the
loci stops growing and thus create the morphological structure of the tooth. Dental
anthropologists can use this information to determine the degree of genetic relatedness between
individuals within a population, as well as determine the similarity or dissimilarity between two
populations.
Biodistance tends to assume a constant rate of change as a result of gene drift, while gene
flow introduces new variation. However, Scott and Turner’s (1997) global framework for
population divergence might not explain similarities and differences in populations on a regional
level (Aubry 2009:92). The actual time depth for genetic change of traits within a regional
population, unfortunately, cannot be effectively accessed due to microevolutionary forces.
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Nonetheless, we can still determine if two populations share genetic diversity through a
biodistance analysis.
All humans have similar basic dentition with a great range of variability; however, there
are over thirty crown and root traits that differ from the “normal” range of dental morphology.
These traits are more frequently visible within certain populations as a result of heritability along
the lines of selective pressures, such as gene flow, genetic drift, and the founder effect (Scott and
Turner 1997). These evolutionary processes pose restrictions and/or additions to the active gene
pool allowing for heritable traits to persist or to disappear amongst populations. As a means of
standardizing the study of these morphological traits, Scott and Turner developed the Arizona
State University Plaque System, which allows a researcher to not only record the presence or
absence of nonmetric morphological traits, but also to record the degree of presence for a certain
trait. Examples of this system can be seen in Figures 2.3-2.7 which are also used in this study.
The researcher can use the frequency of a trait to determine the genetic affinity of one population
to another. Anthropologists use this system to compare culturally and linguistically related
groups to see if they are also biologically related, therefore making the topic of inquiry more
robust (Scott and Turner 1997). This can also give insight into migration patterns, trade
networks, and evolutionary paradigms, adding direct biological evidence to ongoing debates.

Fig. 2.3: Shoveling for the Upper Central Incisor. ASU Reference Plaque
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Fig. 2.4: Double Shoveling for Upper Incisors. ASU Reference Plaque.

Fig 2.5: Carabelli’s Trait. Upper Molars. ASU Reference Plaque
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Fig. 2.6: Anterior Fovea. Lower First Molar. ASU Reference Plaque

Fig. 2.7: Cusp 5. Lower Molars. ASU Reference Plaque
Conclusion
I focused on scoring the dental traits that most distinctly represent traits identified in
North American populations and applied them on the lowest level of differentiation. The lowest
level refers to smaller populations, such as polities, within a larger population that shares cultural
characteristics, geography, and interaction such as trade and mate exchange (Scott and Turner
1997:259). At this scale, a biological distance study can be conducted to determine a phenetic
relationship through the use of nonmetric dental traits by comparing polities within the
Mississippian world.
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CHAPTER IV.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Summary
This chapter describes the biological distance analysis on 159 teeth from the Oliver site
and 85 teeth from the Hollywood site using 20 dental morphological traits from the Arizona
State University (ASU) dental plaque system standardized by Scott and Turner 1997 (see
Chapter III for a detailed description of the ASU plaque system). I explain the methods I used to
conduct my research, the traits I selected, and the reasons for eliminating certain traits and teeth.
I also discuss problems with the samples from the Oliver and Hollywood sites that resulted from
excavation and agricultural practices in the Upper Yazoo River Basin. Following this discussion
is a breakdown of the thresholds used for trait dichotomization and the statistical methods used
in this thesis. Finally, I describe the results of the research before entering into a discussion of
the similarities in dental morphology between the Oliver and Hollywood sites that suggest a
regional mate exchange and possible migratory practices of these two populations.
Skeletal Samples
A minimum number of individuals (MNI) derived from the dentition results in seven
individuals from the Hollywood site, based on the number of upper right second molars (URM1),
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and ten individuals from the Oliver site, using the minimum number of upper right first incisors
(URI1). Estimating the number of individuals at both sites using the most likely number of
individuals (MLNI) (Byrd and Adams 2009) resulted in the same number as the MNI. It was not
possible to estimate age and sex due to the lack of cranial and postcranial skeletal elements. The
total number of teeth for the Hollywood site is 106, and the total number from the Oliver site is
204.
The human remains excavated from the Oliver and Hollywood sites were curated at the
Mississippi Department of Archives and History since the excavations in the 1990s. Many of the
burials needed to be rehoused in curation quality boxes and bags, including seven from the
Oliver site, and 69 burials, 6 boxes of surface collection materials, and 5 sets of unassociated
remains from the Hollywood site. Most of the skeletal material from both sites had not been
washed. Some of the Oliver site material had been processed for a Master’s thesis by Andrew
Ross-Thompson (2008) on pathology and incidences of linear enamel hypoplasia that compared
the original Peabody excavations in 1901 with skeletal materials from the 1990s excavation.
However, seven burials remained in matrix and needed to be excavated and documented, and
most of the human remains were not washed. Before I could begin analysis of the dentition, I
excavated, cleaned, dried, and rehoused the burials still in matrix and re-bagged burials with
correct labels. Upon completion of this process, I identified and separated all teeth for each
individual.
The skeletal materials from the Hollywood site presented a different set of interpretive
challenges. As a result of agricultural practices at the site, many of the burials were disturbed,
resulting in extensive bone scatter and the inability to associate bone fragments with a specific
individual. Most of the burials defined by the archaeologist, Nancy Ross-Stallings, consisted of a
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single skeletal element. For example, in some cases an isolated tooth was defined as a burial.
Defining single elements as a burial suggests that different interments were present, even though
it is equally possible (and in some cases likely) that two isolated skeletal elements could
represent the same individual. In addition, many isolated elements are defined as burials, while
others are defined as surface collection or assigned a bag number that was not clearly associated
with the excavations. Unfortunately, burial notes and maps for the Hollywood site were not
available, which precludes any attempt to reconstruct burials.
Methods
I utilized the ASU plaque system in order to score observed traits on the teeth as well as
the status of each tooth in terms of wear, post-mortem fracturing, and caries. I constantly
referenced the dental plaques so as to not introduce additional biases with each identification.
Initially, presence, absence, and the expression of each trait in the plaque system were recorded
(Tables 2 and 3). Ten traits were subsequently eliminated because they were underrepresented or
could not be scored for a majority of the teeth as a result of wear, excavation, or fracturing. The
lower incisors, upper and lower canines, premolars, and the second lower molars were eliminated
from the sample. The lower incisors were eliminated because they were underrepresented in both
the Hollywood and the Oliver samples. These teeth also showed significant wear and were
subjected to fracturing as the result of agricultural practices. The canines and premolars were
eliminated for the same reasons as the lower incisors and because there were no traits observed
that yielded statistical information. Finally, the second lower molars were eliminated from the
analysis because the Hollywood sample had no lower left second molars and only three lower
right second molars which would prevent me from comparing the Hollywood and Oliver
samples.
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By recording the presence and absence and the degree of expression for each trait, I
identified traits not typical of Native American populations that I should include. For example,
Carabelli’s Trait is more frequently associated with European populations; however, I am
including it in my analysis because this trait is well represented in my sample and because it
occurs in 20-60% of Native American populations (Scott 1980). Seven individuals from the total
sample possessed a degree of presence for this trait.
The total number of scorable teeth was determined by eliminating 21 teeth from
Hollywood and 45 teeth from Oliver with significant wear, carious lesions covering the majority
of the enamel surface, or teeth that were fractured post-mortem. The level of wear was
determined by also using the ASU system (Turner II, Nichol, and Scott 1991:27) and can be
broken down as:
0 = No wear. This generally reserved for unerupted teeth
0-1 = Visible wear facets when using a 10X hand lens
1 = Dentin exposure
2 = Cusps are worn off. For incisors, most of the crown is gone
3 = Exposed pulp
4 = Enamel is either completely gone or only some still exists. Functional root
All teeth scored as a 4 were eliminated from the total sample, and teeth scored as a 3
were eliminated, depending the number of visible features still remaining. I scored only the
permanent dentition because I lacked experience scoring deciduous dentition and because the
plaque system places more emphasis on permanent teeth. Therefore, partial dentition for
juveniles with deciduous dentition and formed permanent crowns were still taken into
consideration and used for this study.
Trait Selection
The ASU dental plaque system describes 30 traits, and I included the twenty traits that
are well represented in both the Hollywood and Oliver samples in the upper incisors, upper
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molars, lower first molar, and lower third molar. Little observer error is reported for the traits
selected for my analysis (Harle 2010; Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997). In order to
statistically quantify the differences between the two samples, I selected trait thresholds that
dichotomize the traits as present or absent, which also limits observer error (Harle 2010; Harris
and Sjøvold 2004; Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997). The thresholds used in this study are
presented in Table 2 for the maxilla and Table 3 for the mandible.
Table 2: Trait Thresholds for the Maxilla
Trait Dichotomization
Maxilla Traits
Range Thresholds
Shoveling UI1
0-7
0-3/4-7
Double Shoveling UI1
0-6
0-1/2-6
Tuberculum Dentale UI1
0-6
0/1-6
Interruption Groove UI2
0-1
0/1
Metacone UM1
0-5
0-3.5/4-5
Hypocone UM1
0-5
0-3/3.5-5
Carabelli's Trait UM1
0-7
0/1-7
Metacone UM2
0-5
0-3/3.5-5
Hypocone UM2
0-5
0-2/3-5
Carabelli's Trait UM2
0-7
0/1-7
Metacone UM3
0-5
0-3/3.5-5
Hypocone UM3
0-5
0-1/2-5
Carabelli's Trait UM3
0-7
0/1-7
Table 3: Trait Thresholds for the Mandible
Trait Dichotomization
Mandible Traits
Range Thresholds
Anterior Fovea LM1
0-4
0/1-4
Groove Pattern LM1
X, +/Y X/ +, Y
Cusp 5 LM1
0-5
0-1/2-5
Cusp 6 LM1
0-5
0/1-5
Groove Pattern LM3
X/+,Y Y/ X, +
Cusp 5 LM3
0-5
0-1/2-5
Cusp 6 LM3
0-5
0/1-5
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These traits and teeth were the most represented for each sample, which made them the
most appropriate for quantifying biological distance between the Oliver and Hollywood sites.
The traits included upper first incisor (UI1) Shoveling, UI1 Double Shoveling, UI1 Tuberculum
Dentale, UI2 Interruption Groove, upper first, second, and third molars (UM1, UM2, and UM3)
Metacone, UM1, UM2, and UM3 Hypocone, UM1, UM2, and UM3 Carabelli’s trait, lower first
molar (LM1) Anterior Fovea, LM1 and LM3 Groove Pattern, LM1 and LM3 cusp 5, and LM1
and LM3 cusp 6. Traits with the highest frequencies in both samples include, not in any order,
UI1 Shoveling, UI2 Interruption Groove, UM1, UM2, and UM3 Metacone, UM1 and UM2
Hypocone, and LM1 Groove Pattern (Table 4).
Table 4: Trait Frequencies for the Hollywood site and The Oliver Site:# present/# total number
of teeth
Trait-Frequencies
Oliver
Hollywood
Shoveling UI1
11/18
3/4
Double Shoveling UI1
8/18
3/4
Tuberculum Dentale UI1 5/18
3/4
Interuption Groove UI2
6/10
2/2
Metacone UM1
6/7
10/10
Hypocone UM1
5/7
10/10
Carabelli's Trait UM1
2/7
8/10
Metacone UM2
12/12
9/11
Hypocone UM2
10/12
11/11
Carabelli's Trait UM2
2/12
6/11
Metacone UM3
4/7
4/5
Hypocone UM3
3/7
5/5
Carabelli's Trait UM3
2/7
0/5
Anterior Fovea LM1
3/10
4/9
Groove Pattern LM1
9/10
6/9
Cusp 5 LM1
6/10
7/9
Cusp 6 LM1
3/10
1/9
Groove Pattern LM3
6/11
5/7
Cusp 5 LM3
6/11
6/7
Cusp 6 LM3
3/11
1/7
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Statistical Methods
I used the Mean Measure of Divergence (MMD) statistic to determine biological distance
because it is the most common statistic to use in biodistance studies (Harle 2010; Harris and
Sjøvold 2004; Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997). The Mahalanbois 𝐷2 statistic, which is

considered the “gold standard” (Harris and Sjøvold 2004:84), was not selected for this research
because it requires large sample sizes, more complete datasets, and is more appropriate for
quantitative analysis (Harris and Sjøvold 2004). Since I am working with nonmetric data on an
ordinal scale with incomplete data, the MMD better suited my sample.
In studies on twin zygosity, monozygotic twins would have a mean distance of zero
because they are the most genetically similar (Harle 2010; Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997).
If the means measured by the MMD are closer to zero, then the samples suggest that they are
genetically related. The inverse of this is also true: the further the means are from zero, the less
likely it is that the populations are related. At the population level, smaller genetic values suggest
that populations were engaged in a mating network. This results in decreased genetic diversity
amongst populations because they were subjected to similar pressures and were large enough to
limit the impact of genetic drift (Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997).
It must be noted, however, that the MMD cannot determine whether the distances
between samples are the result of gene flow or genetic drift (Aubrey 2009). Population genetics
suggest that the more engaged populations are in a mating network, the more similar the samples
would be as the result of the constant mate exchange (Harle 2010; Aubrey 2009). Isolated
populations would be more distinct, with larger values, because there is little to no genetic
exchange. Larger values result from evolutionary processes in which the populations either are
very small, have a very distant common ancestor, or are under different selective pressures,
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resulting in a greater impact from gene drift (Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997). Likewise,
populations that are separated spatially, temporally, and culturally will have large MMD values
that show genetic distance (Harris and Sjøvold 2004; Aubrey 2009; Scott and Turner 1997).
The MMD was originally developed by Cedric A.B. Smith in 1962 (Harris and Sjøvold
2004) and has since undergone changes to the formula in order to adjust for incomplete data and
differences in sample sizes. Before distance values can be calculated, the samples must undergo
an angular transformation to stabilize the variance. The transformation used in this study,
Anscombe’s (1948) transformation, was recommended by Harris and Sjøvold (2004). However,
there is little difference between Anscombe’s (1948) and the Freeman-Tukey (1950)
transformations. Anscombe’s equation is:

𝜃 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛

−1

3
𝑚+8
�1 − 2 �
��
3
𝑛+4

[Eq.1]

Smith’s formula for the MMD was updated by Berry and Berry (1967:370) and further
refined by Constandse-Westermann (1972:119). The formula was last adjusted by Green and
Suchey (1976), and it is this adjustment that I use to calculate the distance values. The Green and
Suchey (1976) formula is:
𝑟

2

1
1
𝑀𝑀𝐷 = ��𝜃𝑖𝑘 − 𝜃𝑗𝑘 � − �
+
�
𝑛𝑖𝑘 + .5 𝑛𝑗𝑘 + .5
𝑘=1

[Eq. 2]

In this formula, r represents the number of traits used in the analysis for the kth trait.
2

�𝜃𝑖𝑘 − 𝜃𝑗𝑘 � is the angular transformation of the traits present, and 𝑛𝑖𝑘 and 𝑛𝑗𝑘 represent the

number of individuals for each sample.
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The variance for the MMD, which was proposed Sjøvold (1973:210) (Harris and Sjøvold
2004), is:
𝑟

2

2
1
1
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑀𝑀𝐷 = 2 � �
+
�
𝑟
𝑛𝑖𝑘 + .5 𝑛𝑗𝑘 + .5
𝑘=1

[Eq. 3]

Finally the standard deviation for the MMD is:
𝑠𝑑𝑀𝑀𝐷 = √𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑀𝑀𝐷

[Eq. 4]

In using these formulae, I can test two hypotheses for the Hollywood and the Oliver
sites:
Hypothesis #1 (Null): There is no difference when comparing the Hollywood and the
Oliver site, meaning the individuals came from the same population.
The Hollywood and the Oliver sites are part of a regional mating network in which
genetic exchange would increase the diversity and thus make the populations more similar; or,
the two populations share a common ancestry that results in more phenetic similarity as a result
of microevolutionary forces.
Alternative Hypothesis: The Hollywood and the Oliver site consist of two distinct
populations that are genetically dissimilar.
The Hollywood and the Oliver sites represent two distinct polities as identified
archaeologically, spatially, and genetically. The ceramic assemblages differ, the sites are
spatially separated by a distance that represents 2-3 days travel and was impassable during the
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annual flooding of the Mississippi River, and were occupied contemporaneously by populations
that participated in different mating networks.
Analysis
The 20 traits chosen for this analysis were analyzed using the MMD statistic, with the
number of traits present determined by the thresholds from the trait dichotomy (Tables 2 and 3).
Harris and Sjøvold (2004) suggest that if the MMD value is greater than two standard deviations
at a p = 0.05 alpha level, then the populations being compared are biologically different. If the
MMD value falls within this range, then the populations represent biological affinity.
I performed two analyses using the frequencies of 20 traits: one is meant to assess the
level of genetic relatedness between the Oliver and the Hollywood site samples (Tables 2, 3, and
4), and the other is meant to better understand diachronic differences between Woodland and
Mississippian occupations at the Oliver site (Tables 5, 6, and 7).
Analysis of Oliver and Hollywood populations
The results of the analysis comparing the Oliver and Hollywood burial populations also
suggest biological affinity. The value (0.1174) obtained from the MMD falls within two standard
deviations at a p = 0.05 alpha level. This means I fail to reject my null hypothesis and leads to
the conclusion that the two samples are genetically related. This analysis poses an interesting
discussion, however, because the two sites are assigned to distinct phases by Phillips (1970) and
are more than 78 km from one another. Both sites were occupied during the Middle
Mississippian period, with the Oliver site having an earlier Woodland period occupation. Genetic
relatedness could represent homogeneity within the populations of the Upper Yazoo River Basin
resulting from the constant population movement within and between chiefdoms (Anderson
1994; Blitz 1999; Steadman 1998, 2001).
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For example, Steadman (1998, 2001) argues that the cycling of chiefdoms (Anderson
1994) or the fission-fusion process (Blitz 1999) resulted in decreased external gene flow into the
in the Central Illinois River Valley, creating biologically similar populations from gene flow
within the region. I believe that similar processes resulted in biologically similar populations at
the Oliver and Hollywood sites, which must have participated in a regional mating network
within the Upper Yazoo River Valley. The physical distance (Hally 2006) and differences in
ceramic assemblages may represent socio-cultural restrictions, but the movement within the
region that resulted from instability of chiefdoms allowed for biological interaction to occur, thus
increasing biological similarity.
The results suggesting a genetic relationship between Oliver and Hollywood site
residents could be the result of sampling or the small sample size. However, other biodistance
studies of Mississippian populations suggest similar trends in their respective regions (Boyd and
Boyd 1991; Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Steadman 1998, 2001). Genetic similarity within a
region of the Mississippian territory is more prevalent than interregional similarity. The Oliver
site and the Hollywood site could be genetically similar as a result of movement within the same
region of the Mississippian world, despite cultural and spatial separation.
Intra-Oliver Analysis
The second analysis was performed on the Oliver site sample as a means of determining
whether the Woodland occupation came from the same population as the Mississippian
occupation. The analysis suggests that the burials dated to the Mississippian and the Woodland
occupations are genetically related to each other. Unfortunately, only 6 of the 24 burials included
grave goods that provide a relative chronology of the burials. One of these burials dates to the
Woodland occupation, and the remaining five burials date to the Mississippian occupation. One
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of the Mississippian burials documented in the burial notes from the 1990 excavation, Burial 7,
was not present at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History and is not included in the
analysis. Burial 18 included only one upper first premolar that did not possess scorable traits and
was subsequently removed from the analysis. As a result, Burial 21, a Woodland period burial,
was compared to Mississippian period Burials 13, 14, and 24.
The traits chosen for the analysis of the occupation of the Oliver site included UI1
Shoveling, UI1 Double Shoveling, UI1 Tuberculum Dentale, UI2 Interruption Groove, UM1 and
UM3 Hypocone, UM1 and UM3 Metacone, UM1 and UM3 Carabelli’s Trait, LM2 and LM3
Groove Pattern, LM2 and LM3 Cusp 5, and LM2 and LM3 Cusp 6 (Tables 5, 6, and 7). UI1
shoveling had the highest frequency in the Intra-Oliver sample (Table 7), which is not surprising
since shoveling is common amongst Native Americans and had the highest threshold in the trait
dichotomization (Table 5).

Table 5: Intra-Oliver Trait Thresholds for Maxilla
Maxilla-Traits
Range Trait Dichotomization
Thresholds
Shoveling UI1
0-7
0-3/4-7
Double Shoveling UI1
0-6
0-1/2-6
Tuberculum Dentale UI1
0-6
0/1-6
Interruption Groove UI2
0-1
0/1
Metacone UM1
0-5
0-3.5/4-5
Hypocone UM1
0-5
0-3/3.5-5
Carabelli's Trait UM1
0-7
0/1-7
Metacone UM3
0-5
0-3/3.5-5
Hypocone UM3
0-5
0-1/2-5
Carabelli's Trait UM3
0-7
0/1-7
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Table 6: Intra-Oliver Trait Thresholds for Mandible
Trait Dichotomization
Mandible-Traits
Range Thresholds
Groove Pattern LM2
X, +/Y X/ +, Y
Cusp 5 LM2
0-5
0-1/2-5
Cusp 6 LM2
0-5
0/1-5
Groove Pattern LM3
X/+,Y Y/ X, +
Cusp 5 LM3
0-5
0-1/2-5
Cusp 6 LM3
0-5
0/1-5

Table 7: Intra-Oliver Trait Frequencies:# present/ # total teeth
Trait-Frequencies
Woodland
Mississippian
Shoveling UI1
100%
75%
Double Shoveling UI1
0%
25%
Tuberculum Dentale
UI1
100%
25%
Interruption Groove UI2 0%
50%
Metacone UM1
100%
100%
Hypocone UM1
100%
100%
Carabelli's Trait UM1
100%
100%
Metacone UM3
100%
0%
Hypocone UM3
100%1/1
100%
Carabelli's Trait UM3
0%
0%
Cusp 6 LM2
0%
0%
Groove Pattern LM3
100%
100%
Cusp 5 LM3
100%
0%
Cusp 6 LM3
100%
0%

The MMD results of the intra-Oliver analysis suggest that these four burials are
biologically similar, which implies that the two occupations of Oliver came from the same
population. The value (2.1499) fell within two standard deviations, which according to Harris
and Sjøvold’s (2004) rule of thumb, show that the Woodland and the Oliver occupations are
biologically similar. These data, while too small to represent broader trends without additional
research, still supports this study’s proposal that chiefdom instability resulting in increased
homogeneity of populations within a region.
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CHAPTER V.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Conclusion
The Mississippian period was a time in which vast trade networks and constant
population movement allowed people from all across the Mississippian world to come into
contact with members of different polities. Despite these global interactions, culturally imposed
barriers between polities restricted interaction between groups and resulted in genetic
differences, as well as variability in material culture (Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Milner 2006;
Steadman 1998, 2001). However, in spite of cultural and social barriers, chiefdoms within a
region were more genetically similar to one another than those in different regions. That is,
populations within a region experienced less in-migration from other regions, leading to
decreased gene flow and increased homogeneity (Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Steadman 1998;
2001).
Polities can be defined archaeologically through spatial analysis of settlement patterns, by
the organizational structure of the chiefdom, and through distinct ceramic assemblages
(Anderson 1994; Blitz 1993, 1999, 2010; Hally1994, 1996, 1999, 2006; Livingood 2010; Milner
2006; Phillips 1970). Differences in ceramic assemblage distributions may signal cultural
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restrictions by demonstrating stark contrasts in shared knowledge of ceramic types. However,
biodistance analyses allow us to determine whether differences in material culture also meant
that people were not able interact, and more broadly, to understand the types of interaction
different polities engaged in (Harle 2010; McCarthy 2011; Steadman 1998, 2001). Burial
populations analyzed in this thesis in the Upper Yazoo River Basin came from what appear to be
distinct polities. Phillips (1970) described the distinct nature of the two artifact assemblages, and
the physical distance between the sites suggests that interaction would have been difficult not
only because it exceeds Hally’s (1994, 1996, 1999, 2006) distance threshold, but also because
the sites are separated by difficult terrain and other polities. However, biodistance techniques
show that two populations living in the same region were moving over long distances and
crossing several polity boundaries for mate exchange, which might not be evident through
material culture alone.
Throughout this thesis, I have attempted to reconstruct polity interaction in the Upper
Yazoo River Basin by determining the genetic relatedness between the burial populations at the
Oliver site in Coahoma County, Mississippi and the Hollywood site in Tunica County,
Mississippi. Twenty dental morphometric traits drawn from people buried at the two sites show
that the populations were related to each other, and that the Woodland burials at the Oliver site
appear to be related to the Mississippian interments. Even though the sample size is small, other
biodistance research on the Mississippian period suggests that my findings further support polity
interaction and biological interaction on a regional level, even among populations where
differences in material culture and mortuary patterns exist (Boyd and Boyd 1991; Harle 2010;
Helmkamp 1985; Killgrove 2009; Knudson and Stojanowski 2008; McCarthy 2011; Scott and
Turner 1997; Steadman 1998, 2001; Stojanowski 2004; Stojanowski and Schillaci 2006).
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Further Research
A larger sample would certainly provide a better understanding of genetic relatedness in
the regional population. Additional burials from both the Oliver and the Hollywood sites that are
not housed at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History might be included in a larger
study, such as the 150 burials Peabody excavated in 1900-1901 that are currently curated at the
Peabody Museum at Harvard University (Duff 1994; Thompson 2008) and burials from the
Hollywood site that have been recorded but remain unexcavated.
We would also greatly increase our understanding of polity interaction in the Upper
Yazoo River Basin by including other sites in the region. Gabriel Wrobel (2010) analyzed the
Carson Mounds and the Shady Grove sites, which are located 50 km apart between the Oliver
and Hollywood sites, and found that these two populations were not genetically related. It would
be interesting to determine the biological relationships among the four sites. I would also like
include the Parchman site, since both Oliver and Hollywood artifact assemblages demonstrate
Parchman influence; however, the few burials that have been encountered at the Parchman site
were recorded in place and reburied.
Summary
The myriad interactions among polities result from complex processes that are culturally
bound and not always visible in the archaeological evidence alone. Biodistance analysis provides
an additional line of evidence that focuses on the people buried at mound sites. Differences in
material culture do not necessarily mean that the people were not engaged in biological
interaction. Regional mating networks result from complex sociocultural processes that include
forging political alliances, factional disputes, or marriage taboos. Determining whether
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populations are genetically related allows for more insight into the nuances of these and other
social interactions.
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